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Product Feature – Network & Policy Management
Given the rapidly changing work ing environment and the immediac y of the mobile experience,
managing enterprise -wide net work and implementing IT policies are integral to the successful
running of any business.
Super vising the individual components of a net work within a larger framework , net work
management largely focuses on net work device discover y and monitoring, net work
per formance analysis, and intelligent notifications. On the other hand, polic y management is
an administrative tool used throughout an enterprise or net work and involves defined policies
to regulate the use of resources (for example, setting individual policies for access to files or
applications, various levels of access, etc.).
With mobile devices becoming necessar y for most business operations, cer tain features that
come with most gadgets may need to be regulated to prevent or limit misuse.

Now, consider this …
Your employees are daily accessing mobile and Wi-Fi data via Smar tphones and Tablets for official
communication, research work, and social engagement.Of late, your company ’s mobile and Wi-Fi data
usage and the costs linked to them have been increasing ever y month … the extra data usage has also
been eating into the bandwidth and slowing down network speed … you are unable to justify the rising
usage and the expenses.While employees need to stay in touch with your company ’s channel par tners,
associates, vendors, and customers, the data usage and linked costs and the slowdown of network speed
are causing serious concern.You are worried … How to regulate mobile and Wi-Fi data usage? Is it
possible to set data usage limit without affecting employee productivity? Can one configure and block
open Wi-Fi to improve network speed? Is it possible to apply pre -set profiles to users, depar tments,
or groups?

This is where MobiOcean becomes your most trusted companion in a mobile-driven environment ... helping you to
effectively and efficiently address mobility challenges and security threats!
With MobiOcean, you can be on top of network and policy management by regulating mobile and Wi-Fi data usage,
configuring and blocking Wi-Fi as required, and more . Supported by arobust security mechanism, MobiOcean allows

you to :

Configure & Block Device Features:
Set Mobile Data Usage Limit
Regulates usage of mobile data by selecting date range, so that only data can be used.

Set Wi-Fi Data Usage Limit

Sets up the usage of Wi-Fi data by selecting the date range

Configure Wi-Fi

Blocks the use of open Wi-Fi, implemented through defining the root for a particular network by
configuring IP, proxy, host, port, realm, and User ID password Push profile to User, Department, or
Group via MobiOcean Sensor.

Schedule & Clock Device Usage
Creates profiles for company branches at physically separate locations, with branchcode and address;
provides a format where one company manages more than one .
Department and one department manages more than one group (for example, Sales, Marketing, HR, Customer
Care, etc. ina company); allows the creation of users based on the licences subscribed by a company, with user
enrolment enabli ng multiple device registration against a single user; enables registering the Mobiocean
Sensor which applies policies on the fly
Allowing the Administrator to manage network and policies efficiently and directly from a central console,
MobiOcean helps companies to regulate mobile and Wi-Fi data usage, set data usage limit as required, configure
and block open Wi-Fi, and push profile to user, department, or group via MobiOcean Sensor.
Looking to efficiently implement network and policy management?
Your search ends with MobiOcean.
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